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Abstract: Data sharing in Internet of Vehicles (IoV)
makes it possible to provide personalized services for
users by service providers in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). As IoV is a multi-user mobile scenario,
the reliability and efficiency of data sharing need to be
further enhanced. Federated learning allows the server
to exchange parameters without obtaining private data
from clients so that the privacy is protected. Broad
learning system is a novel artificial intelligence tech-
nology that can improve training efficiency of data set.
Thus, we propose a federated bidirectional connec-
tion broad learning scheme (FeBBLS) to solve the data
sharing issues. Firstly, we adopt the bidirectional con-
nection broad learning system (BiBLS) model to train
data set in vehicular nodes. The server aggregates the
collected parameters of BiBLS from vehicular nodes
through the federated broad learning system (FedBLS)
algorithm. Moreover, we propose a clustering Fed-
BLS algorithm to offload the data sharing into clusters
for improving the aggregation capability of the model.
Some simulation results show our scheme can improve
the efficiency and prediction accuracy of data sharing
and protect the privacy of data sharing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the 5G era and beyond, low-latency and high-
efficiency networking make it possible to share data in
mining to improve user experience or system perfor-
mance [1]. Artificial intelligence technology is used
widely in data sharing. However, data mining and
sharing will lead to data privacy issues because the col-
lected data belongs to the private data of customers,
which usually includes the habits of driving experi-
ence, and can cause privacy leakage. Therefore, ef-
ficient solutions are needed to solve the problem of
privacy protection in data sharing in Internet of Vehi-
cles (IoV).

Wang et al. [2] proposed a data-sharing scheme
based on semi-supervised learning in federated learn-
ing environment. Xu et al. [3] proposed a data sharing
framework of double-masking protocol that enables
clients to verify the operation of cloud servers. Wei et
al. [4] proposed a novel framework to solve data shar-
ing problem for privacy between two clients. With the
increasing number of vehicles in the IoV, the efficiency
of applying these works to IoV will become relatively
low.

Federated learning [5] is a novel distributed learn-
ing technology widely used to solve the privacy prob-
lem of data sharing in IoV. Lu et al. [6] proposed a
blockchain empowered asynchronous algorithm based
on federated learning. Ye et al. [7] proposed a se-
lective model aggregation approach in order to over-
come asymmetry problem in federated learning. All
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these works are based on deep learning methods which
involve complex data training. Compared with deep
learning method, broad learning system (BLS) is a
novel efficient and reliable network technology which
does not need complex and deep network [8]. Al-
though the BLS structure is relatively simple, it can
handle many problems such as image processing [9],
text classification [10, 11]. Thus, federated learning
combined with BLS has great potential to improve the
data sharing in IoV.

However, the IoV environment is a complete dy-
namic system [12, 13]. The mobility of vehicles and
unreliable inter-vehicle communication. Firstly, the
efficiency of models in federated learning environment
should be considered. At present, data sharing is based
on deep learning models in federated learning which
are time consuming to wait local vehicular clients to
upload parameters. Secondly, we should guarantee
the reliability of shared data. When providers share
unqualified data such as few slot data and redundant
data, it is necessary to improve the utilization of these
data as much as possible. Finally, BLS is an efficient
technology, but not much work has been reported on
data sharing in IoV by using BLS.

In this paper, we propose a federated bidirectional
connection broad learning scheme (FeBBLS) to solve
data sharing problem in IoV. In FeBBLS, we pro-
pose the bidirectional connection broad learning sys-
tem model (BiBLS) to train data set in local vehic-
ular nodes. In order to aggregate the parameters col-
lected from vehicle nodes by server, we propose feder-
ated broad learning system (FedBLS) aggregation al-
gorithm. Because there may exist unbalance data phe-
nomenon in some vehicle nodes, we use transfer learn-
ing and unsupervised clustering approach to optimize
FedBLS algorithm. In a nutshell, the contributions of
this work can be summarized as follows:

• Firstly, we propose the federated bidirectional
connection broad learning scheme (FeBBLS) to
solve data sharing in IoV. In local vehicular nodes,
we adopt BiBLS to train data set in order to im-
prove the efficiency of communication for server.

• Secondly, the proposed FedBLS algorithm en-
ables servers to aggregate parameters uploaded
from vehicle nodes in IoV environment in real-
time. The server downloads the parameters and
uses the weighted average method according to

the size of the data set in the vehicle for parame-
ters aggregation.

• Thirdly, we adopt transfer learning to optimize
FedBLS algorithm, namely TF-FedBLS algo-
rithm, when vehicle nodes have unbalanced data
phenomenon. We add the dense layer after BiBLS
and adopt gradient-descent method to fine-tune
the parameters.

• Finally, we use an unsupervised clustering ap-
proach to enhance the ability of FedBLS. We
carry out unsupervised clustering according to
the distance between vehicles and road side unit
(RSU), then we use TF-FedBLS algorithm to deal
with the data sharing of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V),
and finally we use FedBLS algorithm to conduct
the data sharing of vehicle-to-RSU (V2R).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated works of BLS and federated learning are re-
viewed in Section II. In Section III, the federated bi-
directional connection broad learning scheme is pro-
posed to solve the data sharing in IoV. In Section IV,
simulation results are provided to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme. The conclusions of
the paper and future work are given in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Related Work

With the development of BLS, there are some novel
BLS structures that can modify or extend the tradi-
tional structure in order to improve the performance.
Chen et al. [9] proposed cascade BLS to extract the
features of data set. Zhang et al. [14] analyzed the
shortcoming of traditional BLS, extended the structure
of the traditional model and increased its functions. In
order to prevent the BLS model from over fitting dur-
ing training, the authors in [14] adopted the method
which randomly discards the node groups of the en-
hancement layer. Chu et al. [11] adopted L2 penalty
on the parameters in order to prevent over fitting. Han
et al. [15] proposed structured manifold BLS (SM-
BLS) to solve chaotic time series prediction problem.
Liu et al. [16] proposed a modified BLS model based
on K-means algorithm to supervise learning.

In addition to considering the efficiency of the
model, the network layer should also pay attention to
the efficiency in order to shorten response time. Be-
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cause the IoV is a mobile and complex environment,
some computations with large tasks can be offloaded
to multi-access edge computing (MEC). Typically, it
can be offloaded to cloud computing servers [17] or
fog computing [18] servers to improve computing ef-
ficiency. Rihan et al. [19] proposed an AI-enabled
vehicular network architecture based on fog comput-
ing which can achieve low-latency communications in
vehicle-to-everything (V2X). Quan et al. [20] pro-
posed a scheme to vehicular content sharing based
on edge computing. Wu et al. [21] proposed a rout-
ing scheme to solve multi-access vehicular problem in
edge computing. Zhan et al. [22] used deep reinforce-
ment learning (DRL) to solve computation offloading
scheduling problem. DRL based on 5G can optimize
the mobile network slicing [23]. In [24], the authors
proposed a deep learning method based on software
defined network (SDN) to control the network traffic.
Liu et al. [25] proposed a scheme that used DRL to
optimize resource allocation in vehicle edge comput-
ing (VEC). Quan et al. [26] proposed a framework to
fuse the traffic data such as traffic flow data and in-
formation flow data for path planning based on edge
computing.

In IoV, content-centric data dissemination takes
place between vehicles in V2V. The content-centric
networking (CCN) [27, 28] enables centric data dis-
semination without knowing the IP address. Gulati et
al. [29] used convolutional neural networks (CNN)
to identify the ideal vehicle pairs in the vehicular net-
work. Dai et al. [30] proposed a vehicular edge
computing network framework based on DRL and
blockchain to cache content which can protect the data
privacy. In [31], the authors adopted spectral cluster-
ing method [32] to cluster vehicular nodes. Effective
clustering of vehicle nodes is beneficial to the cooper-
ative work of vehicles in the same cluster in federated
environment.

As for the privacy of data sharing in federated learn-
ing, most of current works focused on data security
and parameters aggregation effectiveness. Xu et al. [3]
proposed a federated learning framework of double-
masking protocol that enables clients to verify the op-
eration of cloud servers. Lyu et al. [33] proposed
a fairness-based federated learning framework to en-
sure the reliability and exclusiveness of the model
while contributing to the server. Synchronous feder-
ated learning [34, 5] is a new distributed learning to

solve parameters aggregation problem, while ensuring
the privacy of client data, these local clients train the
model, and then parameters are sent to the server. In
order to prevent the server from waiting for a long time
to upload parameters from clients, Chen et al. [35]
proposed a temporally weighted asynchronous aggre-
gation algorithm in order to reduce the communication
cost. Zhu et al. [36] adopted multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithm to optimize synchronous federated
learning.

Federated learning is often used in conjunction with
other technologies for data sharing is widely used in
IoV to preserve privacy. The authors in [6] proposed
blockchain empowered federated learning scheme in
data sharing for data security. The combination of fed-
erated learning and IoV enable the IoV environment
to have better efficiency, and better privacy, shorter re-
sponse time and stronger utility [13]. The authors in
[37] proposed a novel scheme for traffic flow predic-
tion in vehicular networks based on federated learning.
Zhang et al. [31] adopted DRL to process resource al-
location and mode selection in federated environment.
Chai et al. [38] proposed a scheme to share knowledge
based on federated learning in IoV for preserving pri-
vacy. To improve the efficiency of federated learning,
we propose a federated bidirectional connection broad
learning scheme.

2.2 Definition of Broad Learning System

The BLS is a novel model which does not need the
deep neural network layers. In BLS, gradient descent
is not required for parameters training, which greatly
improves the efficiency of the model.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the traditional BLS,
the BLS includes mapped feature nodes layer and en-
hancement nodes layer. The mapped feature nodes
layer includes n group nodes. Each group is con-
nected to the input X by the formula Zi = φ(XWei +

βei), i = 1, 2, ..., n, where Wei and βei are the ran-
dom weights and biases. φ represents the activation
function.

All of the feature nodes can be represented as Zn =

[Z1, Z2, ..., Zn]. Then, the output of mapped feature
nodes layer is connected to the enhancement nodes
layer. In the enhancement nodes layer, it includes
m group nodes. The value of each group of en-
hancement nodes is expressed as the formula: Hj =
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Figure 1. The BLS Structure.

ξ(ZnWhm + βhm), j = 1, 2, ...,m, where Whm and
βhm are the random weights and biases with the proper
dimensions. ξ represents the activation function.

Therefore, the generalized BLS model
can be expressed as the formula Y =

[Z1, ..., Zn|H1, ...,Hm]Wm, and Y = [Zn|Hm]Wm,
where Wm = [Zn|Hm]+Y is the weight that needs
to be required, and Y is the output of data set. We
can use the ridge regression algorithm [39] to get the
value of Wm by the next formula:

Wm = (λI +ATA)−1ATY. (1)
Finally, we have:

A+ = lim
λ−→0

(λI +ATA)−1AT , (2)

where A = [Zn|Hm] denotes the expanded input ma-
trix andA+ is the pseudo-inverse ofA, (·)+ means the
pseudo-inverse operation, and λ denotes the regular-
ization coefficient.

When defining the model, initializing the parame-
ters of BLS, such as Wei , βei , Whm and βhm . X ∈
RN×F means the X has N samples, each sample has
F features. Thus,Wei ∈ RF×B and Zi ∈ RN×B, where
B is the parameters we need to initialize. In the same
way, Hi ∈ RN×B can be obtained from Zi ∈ RN×B
and Whm ∈ RB×B.

Therefore, if we have training data set Xtrain and
it corresponds to output Y train, we can use BLS to
get the Wm. Then, we can use the test data set Xtest

by the (1) and (2) to get A, and use the formula
Y predict = AWm to get the predicted output Y predict.

2.3 Definition of FederatedAveraging

The FederatedAveraging (FedAVG) algorithm is
widely used in federated learning. In the following, we
briefly introduced the FedAVG algorithm. In the fed-

Algorithm 1. FedAVG.

1: function SERVEREXECUTION

2: initialize ω0;
3: send the initial parameters to the clients;
4: for each round t = 1, 2, ... do
5: m← max(C ·K, 1);
6: St← (random set of m clients);
7: for each client k ∈ S in parallel do
8: W k

t+1← ClientUpdate(k, Wt);
9: end for

10: Wt+1←
∑K

k=1
nk

n (W k
t+1);

11: end for
12: end function
13: function CLIENTUPDATE(k,ω)
14: B ← (split Pk into batches of size B);
15: for each local epoch i from 1 to E do
16: for batch b∈B do
17: ω← ω − η∇l(w; b);
18: end for
19: end for
20: return ω to server;
21: end function

erated learning environment, the deep learning model
adopts the gradient descent to update parameters.

The Algorithm 1 includes two components
ServerExecution and ClientUpdate. In the
subfunction ServerExecution, line 2 initializes ω0

for deep learning model. Line 3 indicates that the
server will do multiple rounds of communication.
Line 4 indicates that the server randomly selects m
devices in each round of communication. For formula
m ← max(C · K, 1), C is the constant of [0, 1],
which is mainly used to adjust the number of devices
participating in the parameters of server update in
each round. Lines 5-7 indicate that the server selects
St devices from m devices for synchronous com-
munication to update server parameters and device
parameters. Line 8 shows the global W k

t+1 is updated
by weighted average method, the weighted coefficient
is related to the total data size n and the size of the
data set nk owned by each client.
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In the subfunction ClientUpdate, line 14 divides
the device data Pk into samples of size B. Lines 15-19
use the gradient descent to conduct multiple rounds of
training for the samples and update the parameters by
minimizing loss function l(w; b). Line 20 sends the
final parameters to the server.

III. FEDERATED BIDIRECTIONAL
CONNECTION BROAD LEARNING
SCHEME (FEBBLS)

BiBLS Transfer LearningBiBLS Transfer LearningBiBLS Transfer LearningBiBLS Transfer Learning

m
w

RSU Server

Base Station

RSU Server

Base Station

W

W

Figure 2. Federated bidirectional connection broad learn-
ing scheme.

The Figure 2 shows that our proposed scheme. The
vehicle and RSU use long term evolution (LTE) tech-
nology for communication. RSU preprocesses the re-
ceived data and sends it to server. The server will ini-
tialize the parameters according to the BiBLS model
structure defined by (1), and then send it to local ve-
hicle nodes via RSU. Some nodes are not disconnected
from the server, the unsupervised clustering method is
used to unload the data sharing to the cluster head and
the nodes within the cluster for data sharing. In each
cluster, these vehicular nodes can fine-tune the param-
eters obtained by BiBLS based on transfer learning to
solve unbalanced data phenomenon and enhance the
performance of the local model. The cluster can share
parameters with RSU based on FedBLS algorithm.

3.1 Bidirectional Connection Broad Learning
System Model (BiBLS)
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Figure 3. The BiBLS Structure.

In order to capture the hierarchical features in both
directions, we propose the BiBLS. As seen in Fig-
ure 3, the forward mapped feature nodes layer and the
backward mapped feature nodes layer all have n node
groups. We divide X into forward input Xf and back-
ward input Xb. We feed Xf into the forward mapping
layer to obtain Zfi , i = 1, 2, ..., n, and then feed Xb

backward into the backward mapping layer to obtain
Zbi , i = 1, 2, ..., n. The each group of forward mapped
feature nodes layer by the following formula:

Zfi =

{
φ(XW f

ei + βfei),i = 1,

φ(Zfi−1W
f
ei + βfei),i = 2, 3, ..., n

, (3)

where W f
ei and βfei are random parameters with the

proper dimensions. φ represents the activation func-
tion.

The each group of backward mapped feature nodes
layer by the following formula:

Zbi =

{
φ(XW b

ei + βbei),i = 1,

φ(Zbi−1W
b
ei + βbei),i = 2, 3, ..., n

, (4)

where W b
ei and βbei are random parameters with the

proper dimensions. φ represents the activation func-
tion.

Thus, we define Znf = [Zf1 , Z
f
2 , ..., Z

f
n ] and Znb =
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[Zb1, Z
b
2, ..., Z

b
n]. So we feed Znf and Znb into the en-

hancement nodes layer to get the forward and reverse
hidden states respectively Hf

i , i = 1, 2, ...,m and
Hb
i , i = 1, 2, ...,m. The Hf

i and Hb
i are updated as

follows:

Hf
i = ξ(ZnfW

f
hm

+ βfhm),

Hb
i = ξ(ZnbW

b
hm + βbhm),

(5)

where W f
hm

, βfhm , W b
hm

and βbhm are random parame-
ters with the proper dimensions. ξ represents the acti-
vation function.

Our model can be summarized as Y =

[Zn|Hm]Wm, and Zn, Hm are obtained by fol-
lows:

Zn = αfzZ
n
f + αbzZ

n
b ,

Hm = αfhH
m
f + αbhH

m
b ,

(6)

where αfz and αbz are adjustable coefficients of Znf and
Znb . The different values of αbz and αbz indicate the dif-
ferent importance of Znf and Znb to Zn. αfh and αbh are
adjustable coefficients of Hm

f and Hm
b . The different

values of αfh and αbh indicate the different importance
of Hm

f and Hm
b to Hm.

The traditional BLS model can do incremental
learning. Thus, BiBLS uses some efficient ways to in-
crease the enhancement nodes, mapped feature nodes
and the training data, without retraining all parame-
ters.

3.1.1 Increment of Additional Enhancement Nodes

Suppose that adding the (m+ 1)th enhancement node
groups to the model. Denote A = [Zn|Hm], such that
the input matrix A is updated by:

A = [A|αfhξ(Z
n
fW

f
hm+1

+ βfhm+1
)

+ αbhξ(Z
n
bW

b
hm+1

+ βbhm+1
)],

(7)
where W f

hm+1
, βfhm+1

, W b
hm+1

and βbhm+1
are ran-

domly generated, so the pseudoinverse of A could be
updated as:

(A)+ =

[
(A)+ −DBT

BT

]
, (8)

Algorithm 2. BiBLS: increment of m + 1 Additional En-
hancement Node Groups.

Input: training samples X;
Output: W ;

1: Set the forward feature mapping group Znf by (3);
2: Set the backward feature mapping group Znb by

(4);
3: for j = 1 to m do
4: Random W f

hj
, βfhj ;

5: Calculate Hf
j = ξ(ZnfW

f
hj

+ βfhj );
6: Random W b

hj
, βbhj ;

7: Calculate Hb
j = ξ(ZnbW

b
hj

+ βbhj );
8: end for
9: Set the enhancement nodes group Hm by (6);

10: Set A and calculate (A)+ with (2);
11: while The number of enhancement nodes in-

creased is less than the set number do
12: Random W f

hm+1
, βfhm+1

;

13: Calculate Hf
m+1 = [ξ(ZnfW

f
hm+1

+ βfhm+1
)];

14: Random W b
hm+1

, βbhm+1
;

15: Calculate Hb
m+1 = [ξ(ZnbW

b
hm+1

+ βbhm+1
)];

16: Set A by (7);
17: Update (A)+ and Wm by (8), (9), (10);
18: Set W = Wm;
19: end while

where D = (A)+(αfhξ(Z
n
fW

f
hm+1

+ βfhm+1
) +

αbhξ(Z
n
bW

b
hm+1

+ βbhm+1
)), which represents the in-

termediate variable.

BT =

{
(1+DTD)−1BT (A)+,C = 0,

(C)+,C 6= 0,
(9)

andC = αfhξ(Z
n
fW

f
hm+1

+βfhm+1
)+αbhξ(Z

n
bW

b
hm+1

+

βbhm+1
) − AmD, which represents the intermediate

variable.

Finally, the new connection weights Wm could be
updated by:

Wm =

[
Wm −DBT

BT

]
. (10)
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Algorithm 3. BiBLS: increment of n + 1 Mapped Feature
Node Groups.

Input: training samples X;
Output: W ;

1: Set the forward feature mapping group Znf by (3);
2: Set the backward feature mapping group Znb by

(4);
3: for j = 1 to m do
4: Random W f

hj
, βfhj ;

5: Calculate Hf
j = ξ(ZnfW

f
hj

+ βfhj );
6: Random W b

hj
, βbhj ;

7: Calculate Hb
j = ξ(ZnbW

b
hj

+ βbhj );
8: end for
9: Set the enhancement nodes group Hm by (6);

10: Set A and calculate (A)+ with (2);
11: while The number of feature nodes increased is

less than the set number do
12: Random W f

en+1
, βfen+1

;
13: Random W b

en+1
, βben+1

;
14: Calculate Zn+1

f and Zn+1
b by (11);

15: Random W f
exi , β

f
exi , i = 1, ...,m;

16: Random W b
exi , β

b
exi , i = 1, ...,m;

17: Set Hf
exm and Hb

exm by (12);
18: Update A;
19: Update A+ and Wm by (13), (14), (15);
20: Set W = Wm;
21: end while

3.1.2 Increment of Mapped Feature Nodes

Simply, if we want to add the (n + 1)th feature map-
ping node groups, we denote as:

Zn+1
f = φ(ZnfW

f
en+1

+ βfen+1
),

Zn+1
b = φ(ZnbW

b
en+1

+ βben+1
).

(11)

The corresponding bidirectional status of enhance-
ment nodes are randomly generated as follows:

Hf
exm = [ξ(Zn+1

f W f
ex1 + βfex1), ...,

ξ(Zn+1
f W f

exm + βfexm)],

Hb
exm = [ξ(Zn+1

b W b
ex1 + βbex1), ...,

ξ(Zn+1
b W b

exm + βbexm)],

(12)

where W f
exi , βfexi , W f

exi and βfexi are randomly
generated. Denote An+1 = [A|αfzZn+1

f +

αbzZ
n+1
b |αfhHf

exm +αfbH
b
exm ], which is the upgrade of

new mapped features and the corresponding enhance-
ment nodes. The relatively upgraded pseudo-inverse
matrix can be achieved as follows:

A+ =

[
(A+ −DBT

BT

]
, (13)

where DT = A+[αfzZ
n+1
f + αbzZ

n+1
b |αfhHf

exm +

αfbH
b
exm ], which represents the intermediate variable.

BT =

{
(1+DTD)−1(Amn )+D,C = 0,

(C)+,C 6= 0,
(14)

and C = [αfzZ
n+1
f + αbzZ

n+1
b |αfhHf

exm + αfbH
b
exm ]−

Amn D, which represents the intermediate variable.
Finally, the new weights can be defined as:

Wm+1 =

[
Wm −DBT

BT

]
. (15)

3.1.3 Increment of new training data

If we need to add the new training data into the model,
Xa represents the input matrix of the new data. The
initial model includes n groups mapped feature nodes
and m groups enhancement nodes. The Amn is the ex-
panded input matrix. The extended input matrix of the
new additional training data is defined as follows:

Ax = [φ(XaWe1 + βe1), .., φ(XaWen + βen)|
ξ(ZnxWh1 + βh1), ..., ξ(ZnxWhm + βhm)],

(16)

where Znx = [φ(XaWe1 + βe1), .., φ(XaWen + βen)],
and Znx is the mapped matrix of the Xa. Wei , βei ,
Whj , and βhj are random parameters. Thus, the new
extended input matrix (Amn )x can be calculated as:

(Amn )x =

[
Amn

(Ax)
T

]
. (17)

The pseudoinverse of Amn could be updated as fol-
lows:

((Amn )x)
+ = [(Amn )+ −BDT |B], (18)

where DT = (Ax)
T (Amn )+, which represents the in-

termediate variable.
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BT =

{
(1+DTD)−1(Amn )+D,C = 0,

(C)+,C 6= 0,
(19)

and C = (Ax)
T −DTAmn , which represents the inter-

mediate variable.

Finally, the new connection weights could be ex-
pressed as:

Wm
n = Wm

n + (Y T
a − (Ax)

TWm
n )B, (20)

where Ya is the output matrix of the new training data.

Algorithm 4. BiBLS:Increment of new training data Xa.

Input: training samples X;
Output: W ;

1: Set the forward feature mapping group Znf by (3);
2: Set the backward feature mapping group Znb by

(4);
3: for j = 1 to m do
4: Random W f

hj
, βfhj ;

5: Calculate Hf
j = ξ(ZnfW

f
hj

+ βfhj );
6: Random W b

hj
, βbhj ;

7: Calculate Hb
j = ξ(ZnbW

b
hj

+ βbhj );
8: end for
9: Set the enhancement nodes group Hm by (6);

10: Set Am and calculate (Am)+ with (2);
11: Calculate Ax by (16), update Amn by (17);
12: Update (Amn )+ and Wm

n by (18), (19), (20);
13: Set W = Wm+1;

Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 show that when the
BiBLS could not achieve the desired effect with the
given number of node groups, we can increase the
number of node groups in order to update the parame-
ters that need to be uploaded to the server of the model,
which greatly improves the efficiency of the model.
Algorithm 4 shows the BiBLS model can be fed the
training data efficiently. In federated learning, with the
client’s permission, more data can be used to partici-
pate in the training of the model, which can improve
the training effect of the model while keeping the num-
ber of model parameters unchanged.

2
W

1
W

Fuse

W

1
W

2
W

K
W

K
W

Figure 4. The FedBLS for data sharing.

3.2 Federated Broad Learning System (Fed-
BLS) Algorithm for V2R

Local participating nodes rely on a large number of
computing resources to update the model. Traditional
FedAVG algorithm is the limited network resource
that bottlenecks of aggregated local parameters from
mobile nodes in IoV. In order to reduce the delay of
data sharing in IoV, we use BiBLS and federated learn-
ing to achieve accurate and timely data sharing with-
out privacy disclosure. The description of FedBLS is
shown in Figure 4, and the main steps of the algorithm
are as follows:

1) Model initialization. Vehicles and RSU use LTE
technology for communication. RSU acts as a server
for data exchange with vehicle nodes which act as
clients. It initializes the parameters of BiBLS, and
sends model Ω to mobile nodes. The local BiBLS of
node is defined as Ωi.

2) Participate Nodes Selection. In each communi-
cation, the RSU exchanges data with mobile nodes that
meet certain conditions. Then, it randomly selects m
clients from a certain proportion C of the total clients
K. These vehicle nodes participate communication in
parallel.

3) Update parameters. The vehicle node calculates
W based on the local data set and sends it to the server.
Without increment learning of BiBLS, they just upload
the trained parameters to the server.

4) Model Aggregation. When training the model,
there is no need for batch size segmentation of the
data set. Thus, the server gets the global parameters
Wg for each round of communication to aggregate
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Algorithm 5. FedBLS algorithm for data sharing in IoV.

Input: Vehicle participate nodes V =

{V1, V2, ..., Vk};
Output: Parameters W;

1: Initialize wxi ,βxi ,whi ,βhi , α
f
z , α

b
z, α

f
h, α

b
h;

2: S ← (random set of V clients);
3: for each round t do
4: Send the initial parameters to all Vs ∈ S;
5: for each Vs in ∈ S in parallel do
6: CalculateWs according to the model Ωs in

this round by local data set;
7: if Iter!=0 then
8: for i=0:Iter do
9: Use Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3

to update Ws;
10: end for
11: else if New training data set Xa is needed

to add then
12: Use Algorithm 4 update Ws;
13: end if
14: return Ws to server;
15: end for
16: Wg =

∑S
Vs∈S

ns

n (Ws);
17: end for

the parameters of local vehicle nodes by the formula
Wg =

∑S
Vs∈S

ns

n (Ws) in tth round.
The FedBLS does not make use of the gradient-

descent method to update the model. If there is no in-
crement learning of the local model in the data sharing,
the node and RSU can update the global model with
only one communication round. If the local training is
not satisfactory or a new data set is added to the local
node, incremental learning is required. Algorithm 5
shows the FedBLS algorithm with Iter rounds incre-
mental learning. In Algorithm 5, lines 6-14 show that
the node uses BiBLS for incremental learning.

3.3 FedBLS with Transfer Learning for V2V

BiBLS improves the training effect of the model by in-
creasing the node group of the internal structure. Al-
though multiple groups of node can be added in map-
ping feature nodes layer or enhancement nodes layer
when the learning of BiBLS is not ideal, parameters’
size increases with the increasing of nodes, and the
solution time of the W also increases. Thus, Gao et
al, in [40] proposed a end-to-end BLS structure based
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Figure 5. FedBLS with Transfer Learning for V2V.

on deep learning. However, when the samples of the
node that can be trained are relatively less, parameters
directly trained by BLS model may not achieve the ex-
pected effect.

The IoV has inter-vehicle communications. Thus,
a vehicular node can share data with other nodes. In
inter-vehicle communications, there are differences in
the data between each node. For example, when a ve-
hicular node has few samples, or when the client only
contains samples of a certain label, the trained model
parameters have no generalization. In order to solve
these issues, we use transfer learning [41, 42] technol-
ogy to improve the generalization ability of models.
From the Figure 5, we use transfer learning combined
FedBLS, dubbed (TF-FedBLS) algorithm to apply in
the IoV in order to enhance the ability for aggrega-
tion. In inter-vehicle communications, a node uses a
weighted average aggregation method to aggregate pa-
rameters from other nodes. However, there may be bad
parameters from other nodes, so we add a neural net-
work layer after the model to fine-tune W with freez-
ing other parameters of the model. From the Figure 5,
the first stage is that the vehicle use the local data setX
to train the local BiBLS model. Through the mapped
feature nodes layer and enhancement nodes layer, we
can get the Zn and Hm by the (3)- (6). In the second
stage, we feed the W into the neural networks.

First, we initialize the neural networks to fine-tune
model parameters. The full connection (FC) layer is
defined in the TF-FedBLS. The weights and biases of
the FC is set to W and zero, respectively. The purpose
of this is to be able to update the model parameters
using gradient-descent method. The updating process
is described as Algorithm 6. From the Algorithm 6,
the ClientUpdate of TF-FedBLS is the same as the
FedBLS. In ServerExecution, line 10 defines the
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Algorithm 6. TF-FedBLS.

1: function SERVEREXECUTION

2: Initialize wxi ,βxi ,whi ,βhi , α
f
z , α

b
z, α

f
h, α

b
h of

BiBLS model;
3: Send the initial parameters to the clients;
4: m← max(C ·K, 1);
5: S ← (random set of m clients);
6: for each client k ∈ S in parallel do
7: Wk ← ClientUpdate(k);
8: end for
9: W ←

∑K
k=1

nk

n Wk;
10: Set LinearNet().weight = W ;
11: B ← (split Pk into batches of size B);
12: for each epoch i from 1 to E do
13: for batch b∈B do
14: Update W by gradient-descent

method;
15: end for
16: end for
17: end function
18: function CLIENTUPDATE(k)
19: Calculate Wk by (1);
20: return Wk to server;
21: end function

one layer neural network LinearNet and resets the
weights. Lines 12-14 use gradient-descent method to
update parameters.

3.4 Clustering Federated Broad Learning
Data Sharing Algorithm in IoV

There is a distance requirement for the connection be-
tween RSU and the vehicle networking node. The ith
vehicle vi communicates with the RSU beyond d0, and
then it communicates with the nearest vehicle node. If
it is within the communication distance range with the
RSU, it will directly communicate with the RSU.

The vehicle connection topology graph G(V,E).
Denotes the set of nodes is V , and E denotes the
set of weights in inter-vehicle. We define the dij as
the distance between node vi and node vj . We use
FINCH Algorithm [43] which is an efficient unsuper-
vised clustering algorithm to aggregate the vehicular

nodes by the next formula:

A(i, j) =

{
1,if j = ki or kj = i or ki = kj ,

0,otherwise,
(21)

where ki represents the nearest neighbor of the ith
node, kj represents the nearest neighbor of the jth
node, and A is the adjacency matrix of IoV networks
topology graph.

From the (21), the value in the adjacency matrix is
one as long as the following:

1)j = ki: It means the nearest neighbor representing
the ith node is the jth node.

2)kj = i: It means that the node i is the nearest
neighbor to node j.

3)ki = kj : It means that the nearest neighbor of the
ith node and the nearest neighbor of the jth node are
the same.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between TF-
FedBLS and FedBLS. In the inter-vehicle communi-
cations, the vehicular nodes will use TF-FedBLS al-
gorithm to share parameters. The vehicular nodes will
share parameters based on FedBLS. Algorithm 7 lists
the process of cluster-based FedBLS algorithm. As-
suming that nodes are divided into K categories. For
each class, the node closest to the RSU is selected
as the cluster head Ch

k , k = 1, 2, ..,K, and then the
RSU collects the uploading parameters by these clus-
ter heads for federation aggregation. Each cluster head
aggregates other vehicular nodes in the same cluster
by Wi =

∑K
k=1 nkWk/

∑K
k=1 nk, where nk is the size

of data set in the kth local node, Wk is the parameters
which the kth node needs to share, and Wi means the
parameters of the ith cluster head.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALY-
SES

4.1 Simulation Design

We use MNIST data set to evaluate our model, ran-
domly allocate 80% of the training data and assign
it to local devices as privacy data, and assign 20%
to the server for test data. Each device selects 90%
of the data to train models, 10% for test data. We
use OMNET++ combined VEINS to randomly gen-
erate the number of vehicle nodes on the map based
on Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) [44]. The
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Figure 6. Clustering FedBLS in IoV for Data Sharing.

Algorithm 7. Clustering FedBLS (cFedBLS) algorithm.

1: Initialize K and get the graph G(V,E);
2: Calculate A by (21);
3: Calculate the cluster sets {C1, C2, .., CK} by

FINCH Algorithm [43];
4: for k = 1, 2, ...,K do
5: Take the node closest to the RSU as the Ch

k in
Ck;

6: end for
7: for each clustering center Ch

k do
8: for each node v in category Ch

k do
9: Execute TF-FedBLS algorithm;

10: end for
11: Execute FedBLS algorithm;
12: end for
13: The server downloads the parameters and update

the BiBlS model;
14: The server sends the model to the clustering of

each category;
15: The client returns W to server;

simulation scenario plotted by OpenStreetMap. The
network layer parameters involved in IoV are shown

Table 1. System parameters.

Parameters Value

Maximum communication distance 2000 m

Bit rate 6 Mbps

Thermal noise -110 dBm

The number of RSUs 1

in Table 1. Through the simulation of the IoV envi-
ronment, we will obtain the connection status of V2X
at each episode of IoV. All algorithms are running in
Pytorch, and our stimulation environment is Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU, and 8GB RAM.

In this paper, the simulation parameters of models
are set as follows:

FedAVG The architecture of the CNN used for the
MNIST recognition tasks has two convolution lay-
ers (the first one has 6 output channels and the other
has 16 output channels) and each convolution layer
needs 2×2 max-pooling layer. Then, we add three full
connected layers with Relu activation function, which
have 120,84 neurons, respectively.

FedBLS The enhancement nodes layer includes 10
group nodes and the mapped features nodes layer in-
cludes 10 group nodes. In increment learning of
BiBLS, we add 5 and 2 groups for each step of mapped
features node groups and enhancement node groups.

TF-FedBLS The number of mapped feature node
groups and enhanced node groups are the same as
the FedBLS algorithm. In TF-FedBLS algorithm, we
set one neural network to fine-tune the parameters of
BiBLS.

4.2 Results And Analysis

We evaluate the performance of BiBLS under different
adjustment coefficients. The different adjustment co-
efficients of mapped feature nodes layer and enhance-
ment nodes layer means that we assign different atten-
tion to them. From the Figure 7, when the adjustment
coefficients are αfz = 1, αbz = 0, αfh = 0.5, αbh = 0.5,
the better effect of BiBLS can be obtained for 10-
30 vehicles. However, when the adjustment coeffi-
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Figure 7. The performance of BiBLS under different adjust-
ment coefficients.

cients are αfz = 1, αbz = 0, αfh = 0.8, αbh = 0.2,
the best effect of BiBLS can be obtained for 15 ve-
hicles. Particularly, when the adjustment coefficients
are αfz = 1, αbz = 0, αfh = 1, αbh = 0, BiBLS structure
becomes the traditional BLS structure. Thus, we be-
lieve that the bidirectional mechanism has a catalytic
effect in BLS. In some cases, assigning different atten-
tion to hidden states can make the model work better.

Figure 8. The prediction effect of local BiBLS and FedBLS
in the different local vehicles.

Meanwhile, we also compare FedBLS with BiBLS.
We use the BiBLS model for training in the vehicle
node and validate the test data of the server. From the
Figure 8, we can see the number of vehicle clients in-
creases, the average accuracy decreases significantly.
When we use FedBLS algorithm for parameters shar-
ing, the accuracy varies steadily which proves that our
algorithm works well in federated parameter sharing.
With the increasing of local clients, the average acc-
uracy is decreasing, because the local test data set is

less. If we don’t share the parameters, the loss of pre-
cision will be more serious. We use FedBLS to share
parameters, the average accuracy is less affected by the
number of clients, because each local client can have
global parameters which means the predictive power
of the model is enhanced.

Figure 9. The performance of increment learning under the
FedBLS different for the number of vehicles.

We compare our FedBLS algorithm with FedAVG.
In federated learning, the training of models is gen-
erally based on CNN, but the disadvantage of CNN
is that the model training takes a long time. BiBLS
updates parameters to achieve a certain effect by in-
creasing the number of node groups, instead of updat-
ing the parameters through gradient descent. From the
Figure 9, when we use the FedBLS to test the global
data set of the server, we can see the model converges
quickly and with the increasing of episodes, the pre-
diction effect of the global model has little change, and
the effect is better than that of FedAVG algorithm with
different nodes.

Figure 10. The prediction effect of local TF-FedBLS and
FedBLS in the different local vehicles.
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In V2V, vehicular nodes use TF-FedBLS to share
data. Thus, we compare FedBLS with TF-FedBLS.
We also use the BiBLS model for training in the ve-
hicle node and validated the test data of the server.
From the Figure 10, with the increasing of clients, TF-
FedBLS algorithm is always better than FedBLS. This
indicates that TF-FedBLS algorithm can improve the
average accuracy of the global model in server to a cer-
tain extent when some vehicle nodes have sample im-
balance issues. At the same time, distributed comput-
ing can also improve the efficiency of our algorithm.

Figure 11. The performance of TF-FedBLS with various
numbers of data clients.

In some cases, the data volume of the local client
may be fewer, the model may be less than ideal after
only one round of training, or the server may require
the client to upload parameters which has a certain
accuracy based on the needs of the IoV environment.
Thus, we evaluate the performance of FedBLS to com-
bine with deep learning. From the Figure 11, with
the increasing of the number of training iterations, the
prediction accuracy of TF-FedBLS algorithm first de-
creases and then increases, and finally improves sig-
nificantly compared with the original prediction acc-
uracy. However, with the increase in the number of
IoV clients, although the average prediction accuracy
of the BiBLS model is relatively low with out iterative
training. After the certain number of iterations, it can
be seen that the accuracy has been greatly improved.

From the Figure 12-13, when some samples are
fewer, the performance of FedBLS and TF-FedBLS of
various vehicular nodes are better than the FedAVG.
Compared with FedAVG algorithm, our TF-FedBLS
algorithm has significant improvement in few-shot

learning. Compared with FedBLS, TF-FedBLS has
certain improvement in parameter aggregation effect.
Especially when there are 10 nodes, the improvement
effect is obvious. The main reason is that when some
nodes have very little data to train the model, the effect
trained by BiBLS model alone may be poor, because
there is under fitting phenomenon, and sending the pa-
rameters to the server for aggregation may make the
effect of the model lower on the server.

From the Figure 14-15, we evaluate the FedBLS al-
gorithm based on clustering. The FedBLS is used to
make comparison algorithm. The performance of Fed-
BLS with clustering of various vehicular nodes are
better than the FedBLS. If FedBLS is used only, some
vehicle nodes do not share data with the server while
moving, so the average accuracy results of BiBLS
model lag far behind FedBLS with cluster. When
some nodes are not disconnected from the server, the
unsupervised clustering method is used to unload the
data sharing to the cluster head and the nodes within
the cluster for data sharing. Thus, FedBLS with cluster
can use the transfer learning to enhance the effective-
ness of data sharing in V2V. This approach in various
of nodes can enhance the effectiveness of local BiBLS
model.

Table 2. The parameters size and efficiency of baseline
models.

Models Training Time Parameters Size

FedAVG 264.82s 0.02M

FedBLS 66.19s 0.005M

We also compare the performance of FedBLS and
FedAVG in training time, the size of model parameters
and communication time. The local clients use CNN
to train model based on FedAVG. From the Table 2,
it takes a lot of time to train CNN 100 times in CPU.
Due to the deep structure of CNN, there are many pa-
rameters, which makes the size of model large. There-
fore, without considering the communication delay
and packet loss rate in an ideal situation, it takes a lot
of time to communicate. Since the IoV is a real-time
and mobile environment, it takes lots of time to train
the model, and it is likely that uploading parameters
to the server are not real-time. The FedBLS algorithm
only uploads W , so the size of the parameters is small
and the communication time is negligible.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the federated bi-
directional connection broad learning scheme for data
sharing in IoV. Vehicular nodes use BiBLS to train
local data set in IoV. The server uses FedBLS algo-

rithm to aggregate the parameters of vehicular nodes.
Moreover, we use FedBLS algorithm based on trans-
fer learning to solve unbalanced data problems. Com-
pared with the benchmark algorithms, our simulation
results show that our proposed scheme has improved
the average accuracy of prediction on the server by
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Figure 15. The global accuracy results of FedBLS and FedBLS with clustering for 20 and 30 vehicular nodes.

about 5%, and the efficiency has improved by more
than 3 times, while greatly reducing the size of param-
eters sharing between the server and vehicle nodes. In
the future, we will continue to discuss the communi-
cation efficiency of our scheme at the network layer.
At the same time, we will continue to study that our
scheme can be dynamically adjusted according to the
environment through deep reinforcement learning.
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